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introduction and ethos

introduction
A

t the beginning of 2009 a conversation began amongst
a couple, then a few, then a group about collaboratively
creating resources that enabled us to tell the story of
faith in a worship context and within age groups for younger
people and teens. Spill the Beans was born as the result of
that conversation and has grown and developed over the
intervening years.
The ethos has remained the same, however. It’s all about story.
For we believe story is the lifeblood of faith. In story we can tell
the truth and speak with honesty about things for which there
are not yet words. Story contains mystery and is the poetry that
forms faith. Stories grow as we grow and can reveal new truths
at different times in our lives.
So we believe giving stories to people is one of the most
important things we can do in sharing our faith. Children and
adults hold stories in their being and keep coming back to them
throughout life. Our culture is stored in story. The same is true
for our faith.

Narrative Lectionary

Lectionary which began a new four year cycle in September
2014. In this issue we continue through the fourth year of the
Narrative Lectionary cycle.
Note that a set of previous issues (1-12) which covered a cycle of
the Revised Common Lectionary is available to purchase.
The Narrative Lectionary is a relatively new four year lectionary
that focuses on story and retelling the broad sweep of the
biblical narrative in each year. We felt that this focus has a
natural resonance with the ethos of Spill the Beans.
To fully understand this you need to know that Spill the Beans
is a work of love. None of the contributors are paid for their
contributions, these contributions are written and prepared
with our own congregations in mind. Instead of working in
isolation, we bring this work together, give it some spit and
polish, and share it with others. This is how we can keep the
cost so low.
Many of the team were attracted to the freshness of the
different approach taken by the NL and see it as a means of
sparking new ideas and experiences for our congregations.

Over the course of 2011-2014 the Spill the Beans Resource Team
completed a full cycle through the Revised Common Lectionary.
As we neared the end of that cycle we began discussion about
what to do once we had completed that cycle. We considered
the pros and cons of remaining with the RCL for another
cycle or trying a different tack. We have decided, in a spirit
of continual experimentation, to journey with the Narrative

We pray you will also be enthused and enlivened by a new
approach within worship and in your age groups, engaging
with the great biblical narrative so that all people will let these
stories shape their own story of faith.

n this 26th issue of Spill the Beans you will find an extensive
collection of things to use each week. Each piece is written
with specific congregations in mind rather than some
average congregation. Thus there may be the need to be a little
creative yourselves in adapting and evolving some of the ideas
to suit your own place and culture and congregation. That is a
good thing.

2. Depending on the make-up of your own groups of children
you will need to remain flexible in how you use the material.
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Of course, if you are creative and you’d like to share what you
have done, then we have a place for that on our blog (http://
spillbeans.org.uk) and Facebook page http://www.facebook.
com/spillbeansresources. There you will find PowerPoint
backgrounds for most weeks, a live discussion of the passages
for that week and how we might be able to adapt and recreate
what has been suggested.
These are a few ideas that possibly expand upon the story
offering words, phrases, poetry and ideas that could be used
in some way in worship. We encourage you not to use these
exactly as they are but rather edit, expand and enmesh these
ideas within the culture of your own faith community.
Each week we provide a selection of words, ideas and creative
moments to take the theme and the passage a little further.
We do not provide a ready made service or perfect prayers but
ideas and pointers that hopefully scratch at your own creativity
and provoke heaven’s imagination within you.
Here are some helpful tips to guide you in your use of the
material in age groups:
1. It presumes some introduction to the story will have taken
place in worship together or will play a part in the service
when children join it later.
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3. Each idea has been given a guide age range to help
your planning, but this is only a guide so use your own
judgement about what will work with your group.
4. Before the sit-down activities if you have a group of young
children or lots of boys, you may want to add a run-around
type game to expend some energy.
5. Use the gathering time exercise with the whole group to get
into the story together across the ages.
6. We encourage you to retell the story together.
7. Follow that by choosing as many or as few activities your
space and time allow. You could offer a number of activities
each at different stations all at the same time for all ages
to self-select with a teacher staffing each one, or have
traditional classes.
8. During activities, ask children to retell the story to you and
ask about their week, what was happy and what was sad
and if this week’s story reminds them of other biblical and
personal stories.
9. The intention is not to complete “the tasks” brilliantly, but
rather to provide opportunities to begin conversations,
build relationships, retell the story of the day, and talk
about what it means for us today.
10. There are many websites that provide handout-type sheets
that will have images, crosswords and wordsearches for the
story of that week. They can be helpful in an emergency, but
try to be more creative as leaders, the rewards are worth it.
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If you have spent many years cycling through either the Revised
Common Lectionary or Narrative Lectionary, as most of us
contributors have done, then we would encourage you to join us
for a breath of fresh air.
The next issue, Issue 27, of Spill the Beans will still be based in
the Narrative Lectionary and will be focussing on three of the
suggested themes for the Summer season:
• Ten Commandments
• 1 John
• Ruth

In the meantime, a blessed bean spilling for your Lent and
Easter.
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Please remember you can use the bookmark system within
Adobe Reader to quickly move around this document.
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or more information and extra materials, join us on the
Spill the Beans blog: http://spillbeans.org.uk or
join the community at http://www.facebook.com/
spillbeansresources.
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2018-19 Lectionary Plan

the interregnum
And Now For Something
Completely Different...

The Spill the Beans Resource Team asked for you feedback on
favourite Bible stories and those stories that we do not often
hear in worship in early 2017. Thank you again to all of you
and your congregations who submitted your responses. These
were most helpful. Of course, we asked about favourite Bible
stories by way of warming you up, we were most interested in
the stories people felt were not covered in the normal course of
worship.
As a team we have decided once we have completed the four
year cycle of the Narrative Lectionary in the summer 2018
to take an interregnum between the reign of the Narrative
Lectionary in guiding us and returning to the Revised Common
Lectionary for Year A later in 2019.
To take best advantage of this time we have created, using

many of the suggestions we gleaned from your feedback, a
lectionary to cover that time which will dip into stories and
themes that, on the whole, we do not encounter using either
the NL or RCL. We are excited about this new journey along
lanes lesser travelled in the Scriptures, but we realise that
some of you will want the continued security of either the NL
or RCL. Note that we will create a new NL pack of all four years
once we have completed that cycle, as we have already done
for our previous trip through the RCL.
To whet your appetite and to get you pondering whether you
will want to join us or dip into our alternative journey for 201819, you will find our planned reading structure below. We have
shown you here where there are groups of services in themes
and have provided both primary and support texts for each.

Date

Liturgical

Theme

Primary Text

Support Text

Notes

19 Aug 18

Pentecost 13

Jeremiah 1:4-9

Jesus in the Temple

Pentecost 14

Children and
Young People

Luke 2:41-52

26 Aug 18

Luke 18:15-17

Numbers 6:22-27

Children being blessed (link to baptism)

2 Sept 18

Pentecost 15

Luke 22:54-62

Luke 9:46-48

Dangerous children, risk, welcome

9 Sept 18

Pentecost 16

Genesis 3:1-24

Ezekiel 28:13-18

Fall and Paradise Lost (link to Temple)

16 Sept 18

Pentecost 17

Genesis 4:1-16(17-24)

Leviticus 19:15-18

Cain and Abel

23 Sept 18

Pentecost 18

Genesis 9:1-17,18-29

2 Corinthians 5:1-5

Rainbow, Noah and Sons (fragility of covenant)

30 Sept 18

Pentecost 19

Genesis 11:1-9(10-32)

Psalm 49:1-12,16-20

Tower of Babel

7 Oct 18

Pentecost 20

Harvest

Psalm 104

Mark 4:26-29

Thanksgiving for Creation and Harvest

14 Oct 18

Pentecost 21

Joseph

Genesis 37:2b-36

Psalm 30:1-3

Joseph’s Childhood to Enslavement

21 Oct 18

Pentecost 22

Genesis 41:37-57

Psalm 34:1-10

Joseph in Egypt gaining authority

28 Oct 18

Pentecost 23

Genesis 43:1-5; 45:1-18

Luke 15:11-32

Collision and Reconciliation in relationships

4 Nov 18

Pentecost 24

Numbers 14:1-12; 16:15,23-25

Leviticus 21:6-8

All Saints / The Faithful

11 Nov 18

Pentecost 25

Numbers 1:1-16,44-54

John 15:9-17

Remembrance / Who made us who we are?

18 Nov 18

Pentecost 26

Numbers 11:16-35

Luke 10:1-17

Sending out elders/disciples

25 Nov 18

Reign of Christ

Numbers 17:1-13; 21:1-14

John 3:10-14

Aaron’s Staff / Moses Servant

2 Dec 18

Advent 1

Exodus 1:8-14,22; 2:1-10

Acts 7:17-22

Moses’ Birth

9 Dec 18

Advent 2

Judges 13:2-14,24

Numbers 6:2-5

Samson’s Birth

16 Dec 18

Advent 3

Luke 1:5-7,11-25,57-66

Malachi 4:5-6

John the Baptist’s Birth (echo of Elijah)

23 Dec 18

Advent 4

Luke 1:26-42

Matthew 1:18-23

Mary and Joseph, two perspectives

24 Dec 18

Christmas Eve

Living in
Anticipation

Isaiah 40:1-5,21-31

Matthew 1:18-25

Monday, Preparations

25 Dec 18

Christmas Day

The Nativity and
Visitors

Luke 2:1-20

Isaiah 40:9-11

Tuesday, New Birth and Witnesses

30 Dec 18

Christmas 1

Political
Repercussions

Matthew 2:1-23

Micah 5:2-5a

Magi, Flight to Egypt, Return Home (note intentional to
move Magi forward a week)

6 Jan 19

Epiphany

Light Comes

John 8:12-20

John 1:1-9

Light of the World, light in the darkness
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Beginnings

Numbers

Important Births

13 Jan 19

Baptism of Lord

John’s Testimony

John 3:22-36

Hebrews 1:1-4

John the Baptist on Jesus

20 Jan 19

Epiphany 2

Parables

Matthew 21:33-46

Psalm 118:15-29

Wicked Tenants

27 Jan 19

Epiphany 3

Luke 6:46-49

Psalm 18:1-5,16-19,30-32

Building House on Rock/Sand

3 Feb 19

Epiphany 4

Luke 5:33-39

Galatians 4:8-9

Patch on cloak, wineskins

10 Feb 19

Epiphany 5

Luke 11:5-13

Isaiah 62:6-9

House at midnight, looking for bread, persistence

17 Feb 19

Epiphany 6

Jesus Chalenges

John 6:26-71

Hebrews 8:8-12

Bread of Life, critique

24 Feb 19

Epiphany 7

Calm Before
Storm

John 7:1-31

John 2:1-4

Jesus not seeking publicity, questions

3 Mar 19

Transfiguration

Jesus’
Proclamation

John 7:32-52

Isaiah 55:1-5

Jesus preaching at Temple, attempts to arrest Jesus,
guards confused
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Date

Liturgical

Theme

Primary Text

Support Text

Notes

6 Mar 19

Ash Wed

Encountering
Forgiveness

John 8:1-11

Hebrews 9:11-14

Sins, forgiveness, ashes, casting first stone

10 Mar 19

Lent 1

Command to
Love

John 13:31-38

Proverbs 3:3-4

Commandment to love, foretelling Peter’s denial

17 Mar 19

Lent 2

Four Forms of
Love

Song of Songs 1:2; 2:10b-13;
4:1-7; 8:5-7; 5:10-16

1 Corinthians 13

Love: Eros (erotic, ‘in love’)

24 Mar 19

Lent 3

Luke 5:17-26

1 Peter 3:8-12

Love: Philia (friendship)

31 Mar 19

Lent 4

Romans 12:9-21

John 4:46-54

Love: Storge (familial empathy)

7 Apr 19

Lent 5

14 Apr 19

Palm Sunday

15 Apr 19

Holy Week

John 3:16-17

1 John 4:7-21

Love: Agape (unconditional)

John 10:22-39

John 12:12-16

Jesus challenged, attempted stoning, escape, entrance
to Jerusalem

John 12:20-36

Ephesians 5:1-9

Monday: Walk in the light

16 Apr 19

John 15:1-17

Isaiah 5:1-7

Tuesday: I am the true vine, love one another

17 Apr 19

John 16:1-28

Hebrews 10:19-23

Wednesday: A little while, hour is coming, new relationship

Mounting
Pressure

18 Apr 19

Maundy Thurs

John 17:1-26; 18:1-12

Hebrews 4:1-13

Thursday: Prayer and arrest

19 Apr 19

Good Friday

Luke 23:1-25; 32-47

Hebrews 7:26-28

Friday: An innocent man, Barabbas, Crucifixion

21 Apr 19

Easter Day

Luke 23:55-56; 24:1-12

1 Corinthians 15:45-55

Resurrection

28 Apr 19

Easter 2

John 21:1-14

Ephesians 3:14-21

Jesus on beach

5 May 19

Easter 3

John 21:15-25

John 18:25-27

Peter’s Denial, forgiveness

12 May 19

Easter 4

John 14:1-27

Matthew 7:7-8

Jesus is the Way, (Christian Aid Week in UK)

19 May 19

Easter 5

Matthew 17:24-27

Exodus 30:11-16

Temple taxes and fish

26 May 19

Easter 6

Ezra 3:1-13

Psalm 136:1-16,26

Worship restored, rebuilding

2 June 19

Easter 7

Matthew 23:13-36

Proverbs 4:5-7

Right use of buildings, woes

9 June 19

Pentecost

Spirit Comes

Acts 2:1-11

Numbers 11:16-30

Pentecost renewal

16 June 19

Trinity

Paul’s Journeys

Acts 13:1-5,13-16(a),42-47;
14:1-2,21-28

Ephesians 3:1-13

1st Missionary Journey: Mission to Gentiles

23 June 19

Pentecost 2

Acts 15:36-41; 16:1-5; 17:14,10-15; 18:1-4,18-22

Romans 8:1-4,31-34; 16:35a; 1 Cor. 2:1-10

2nd Missionary Journey: Paul proclaims Christ

30 June 19

Pentecost 3

Acts 18:22-23; 19:1-10,21-31;
20:1-3; 21:7-15

Romans 6: 1-4; 2 Corinthians 13:1-5

3rd Missionary Journey: Baptised into Christ

7 July 19

Pentecost 4

Susanna vv. 1-64

Judith 9:1-8

Additional book to Book of Daniel

14 July 19

Pentecost 5

Bel and the Dragon vv. 1-22

Numbers 21:8-9

Dragon and Bel, priests and dragon (addition to Book
of Daniel)

21 July 19

Pentecost 6

Bel and the Dragon vv.
23-42

Psalm 54:1-7

The Lion’s Den

28 July 19

Pentecost 7

Tobit 1:3; 2:1-14; 3:1-6,11-17

Job 3:1-11

Tobit 1-5: Laments, hopes for the future

4 Aug 19

Pentecost 8

Tobit 5:10-6:6; 7:1-2,9b-13;
8:1-21

Genesis 24:40-44

Tobit 6-8:18: Raphael, fear, trust, marriage to Sarah

11 Aug 19

Pentecost 9

Tobit 10:1-6; 11:1-17; 12:1-22

Luke 15:11-32

Tobit 8:19-12:22: Tobias returns home, healing, welcome
to Sarah

18 Aug 19

Pentecost 10

Judges 14:5-20; 15:1-8

1 Corinthians 12:4-7

Samson the Riddler, cycle of violence, selfish

25 Aug 19

Pentecost 11

Judges 16:4-31

Jeremiah 20:7-10

Samson and Delilah, enticement, deception

1 Sep 19

Pentecost 12

Judges 4:1-16; 5:1-9

Psalm 84:9-18

Deborah, the judge

8 Sep 19

Pentecost 13

Judges 6:11-18,25-40; 7:29,19-23

1 Kings 18:20-40

Gideon, warrior farmer

15 Sep 19

Pentecost 14

Judges 11:1-10,29-40

Deuteronomy 23:21-23

Jephthah, mighty warrior, ridiculous vows

22 Sep 19

Pentecost 15

Elisha Taunted

2 Kings 2:15-25

Proverbs 3:1-8

Elisha, alopecia, curses and she bears

29 Sep 19

Pentecost 16

Judah Humbled

Genesis 38:6-26

1 Samuel 16:8-19

Judah and Tamar

6 Oct 19

Pentecost 17

David’s Care

2 Samuel 9:2-13

1 Samuel 20:14-17

David’s compassion for Mephibosheth (Jonathan’s son)

13 Oct 19

Pentecost 18

Revelation 2:1-29

1 John 4:1-6

Messages to Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamum, Thyatira

20 Oct 19

Pentecost 19

A Revelation for
the Church

Revelation 3:1-22

Colossians 1:15-20

Messages to Sardis, Philadelphia and Laodicea

27 Oct 19

Pentecost 20

Revelation 4:1-11

Psalm 33:1-9

Vision of God enthroned

3 Nov 19

Pentecost 21

Revelation 21:1-14

Isaiah 65:17-25

All Saints

10 Nov 19

Pentecost 22

Remembrance

James 1:19-27

Psalm 146:1-10

Remembrance Sunday, words, actions

17 Nov 19

Pentecost 23

Faith Heroes

Hebrews 11:1-40

Judges 5:12-15; Esther 7:24; Acts 16:14-15

Heroes of faith (intersperse Hebrews passage with
stories of female faith heroes)

24 Nov 19

Reign of Christ

Changing the
Divine Mind

Matthew 15:21-28

1 Samuel 16:14-19

God or Jesus changing mind

Love Wins

Buildings
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Apocryphal Tales
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through the season

through the season
Week By Week

Introduction

In this section you will find some ideas for scene-setting
activities and a weekly focus as you move through the season.
These ideas provide possible ways of linking all the weeks
together which can be a helpful reminder to people of the
thread of the story and the key aspects being focused on during
worship.
This season the main suggested focus is the cross. If you do not
have a free standing large cross, perhaps you could have one
made. Or if you used a ‘real’ Christmas tree that is still floating
around outside, perhaps you could make a cross from that.
The cross should remain in a prominent place throughout Lent,
Easter and up to Pentecost.
Each week a suggestion is given for an additional visual to go
along with the cross. You can decide whether to only have that
week’s visual or build up a tableau by having the previous items
remain at the foot of the cross.

Around The Cross
18 Feb

Lent 1
Story:
Title:

Visual:
25 Feb

Lent 2
Story:
Title:

Visual:
4 Mar

Lent 3
Story:
Title:

Visual:
11 Mar

Lent 4
Story:
Title:

John 11:1-44

Jesus and Lazarus

A white sheet is placed, folded, at the foot
of the cross with a bottle of perfumed oil.
John 13:1-17

Jesus the Servant

A large bowl of water, towel and bar of
soap are placed around the cross.
John 18:12-27

Jesus Denied

A picture or ornament of a cockerel is
placed by the cross.
John 18:28-40

Jesus and Pilate

sampler
Visual:

18 Mar

Lent 5
Story:
Title:

Visual:

25 Mar

Visual:
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John 19:1-16a

Jesus Condemned

A whip, purple cloth and crown of thorns
(these can be found to purchase online or
ask someone in the congregation to make
one either from hawthorn branches or
from barbed wire) are placed around the
cross.

Palm Sunday
Story:
John 19:16b-22 (or John 12:12-27)
Title:

6

A selection of large question marks cut
from card or a sign saying “What is truth?”
placed around or on the cross.

Jesus, Crucified Messiah

A sign hanging from the cross with the
words “The Crucified King”.

through the season

Holy Week
Story:
Title:

Visual:
29 Mar

Visual:

Visual:

Visual:

Easter 2
Story:
Title:

Visual:

15 Apr

Easter 3
Story:
Title:

Visual:

22 Apr

Jesus’ Last Words

Write out the final words of Jesus from the
gospel passage on card and place these
around or on the cross. Have enough for
everyone gathering to worship to be able
to pick one up.

Jesus is Dead

An empty cross at the start of the service
but you could wrap the cross at the end
of the service with cloth and flowers as
per the suggested liturgy by Marci Glass
(https://marciglass.com/2016/03/25/
wrapping-the-cross-a-good-fridayservice/). The liturgy could form the basis
for the whole service on Good Friday.

sampler

Easter Day
Story:
John 20:1-18
Title:

8 Apr

Empty the cross, all other visuals removed
for this week.

Good Friday
Story:
John 19:31-42
Title:

1 Apr

Jesus’ Journey

Maundy Thursday
Story:
John 19:23-30
Title:

30 Mar

Selections from John 12 and 13

Easter 4
Story:
Title:

Visual:

Jesus Resurrected

Either you could create a garden of
flowers around the cross or have the cross
prepped with floral arrangement oasis and
invite people forward to place flowers onto
the cross creating a colourful display.
John 20:19-31

Jesus and Thomas

A combination of card question marks and
exclamation marks attached to the cross
or scattered around the cross.
Acts 9:1-19

Jesus and Paul

A road map with a red line marking a
highlighted route (ideally a map of ancient
Israel and Syria showing Damascus) placed
on the cross.

29 Apr

Easter 5
Story:
Title:

Visual:

6 May

Easter 6
Story:
Title:

Visual:

13 May

Easter 7
Story:
Title:

Visual:

Acts 17:16-31

Paul’s Sermon in Athens

An image of Areopagus near Athens placed
on the cross.
Philippians 1:1-18a

Partnership in the Gospel

A scroll or letter, quill pen, ink bottle on a
desktop placed around the cross.
Philippians 2:1-13

The Christ Hymn

The words ‘goodness’, ‘kindness’, ‘loving’,
‘healing’, ‘forgiving’ on large sheets of card
scattered around or attached to the cross.

20 May Pentecost
Story:
Acts 2:1-21 and Philippians 4:4-7
Title:

Visual:

Rejoice in the Lord

Decorate the cross with symbols of
Pentecost (such as flames, doves, white/
red/yellow streamers).

Acts 16:16-34

Paul and Silas

A length of heavy chain and a bowl of
water or your church font, if movable,
placed around the cross.

lent, easter, pentecost 2018
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sunday 18 february 2018

lent 1
sunday 18 february 2018

jesus and lazarus

bible notes
I
For God’s Glory

sampler

f you have spent time in a hospital, either as a patient or
regularly visiting someone, you quickly grasp something
of the nature of those who are doing the caring. Is their
heart really in it? Do they perceive what they do as a means
for earning a wage or with some higher calling towards their
patients? How do they see their patients: as the focus of their
energy or as a distraction from the other chores they need to
get done? In the old days, we used to speak about the bedside
manner of doctors or nurses and how important that was to
create a sense of trust between medical professional and
patient. Indeed, that trust, cultivated through a good bedside
manner, often meant that when outcomes were not as good as
had been hoped by patient or their families, that the medical
staff were less likely to be scapegoated for blame.

What do we make of Jesus’ bedside manner? This is a
fascinating story for how it depicts Jesus’ lack of concern, it
would seem, for the plight of an ill Lazarus. Far from running
to Bethany to provide comfort or assistance, let alone healing,
Jesus discounts the illness as an opportunity to reveal God’s
glory in good time. Then he trots off elsewhere leaving the
illness to get worse in the meantime. Most patients today
seeing their medical professional discount their serious illness
as not severe enough to warrant
an immediate intervention might
question whether they needed a
second opinion.
Of course, what we are dealing with
here is a story laden with symbolism
that both looks forward to the
resurrection and looks back to
what Jesus has already said about
life, for example: “Very truly, I tell
you, anyone who hears my word
and believes him who sent me has
eternal life, and does not come
under judgement, but has passed
from death to life.” (5:24) What John
is likely doing here with the story
of the raising of Lazarus is to take a
8
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John 11:1-44
(Psalm 104:27-30)

story that was being told about Jesus and the raising of a man
to life and then adding these extra layers of symbology to help
his readers understand why Jesus did this. It gives a deeper
reflection on what was happening and what Jesus meant by
new life.
For, as we have pointed out before, Lazarus’ new life in Bethany
was not for ever. Lazarus would, one assumes, grow old and die
again, later. There is an echo into the modern world of the vast
expenses that can be paid in medicine to prolong a terminally
ill patient’s life for a week or two weeks. Is that always a good
thing?
Here the miracle of the raising of Lazarus is explored rather
differently to most miracle stories. It is a slow burner, it builds
gradually as John has Jesus exploring the understanding people
had of life and of new life as his followers. He uses Martha and
Mary and their responses to help us unravel something of the
mystery of life. We journey with Martha as she seeks out Jesus
and hear her anger or frustration, we rest with Mary as she
grieves over her loss. We sense the community’s bewilderment
as they gather around the tomb.
Ultimately, these are ordinary people with a certain view of
how the world is and how the
world works. They may have heard
Jesus talking about a different
Way, certainly that was the case
for Martha and Mary, but they have
not fully grasped the difference
that it can make. Their lack of
understanding disturbing Jesus
greatly.
Into their bewilderment and
faltering understanding Jesus brings
clarity, the light of the world will
bring an end to their stumbling in
the dark. New life, in him, a new
way to understand life and what it
means, a fresh start: resurrection
and life.

jesus and lazarus

the story
Source

Both the following retellings are based on material previously
used in “Fire and Bread” (Wild Goose Publications).

The Mourners

Voice A:

And he was breathing.

Voice B:

A miracle!

Pause

Voice A:

Well, What about that then?

Voice A:

Lucky Martha and Mary—they must be really happy.

Voice B:

It was very odd.

Voice B:

Voice A:

I’d only gone to pay my respects to the sisters.

Lucky Lazarus more like—though I wonder how he’s
feeling….

Voice B:

Me too.

Voice A:

The Romans won’t like it.

Voice A:

And I saw it all.

Voice B:

Who cares? All they ever do is put up the taxes.

Voice B:

The whole thing.

Voice A:

And someone’s bound to tell the Pharisees.

Voice B:

They probably already have!

Pause

Pause

Voice A:

I’ve heard about this Jesus before—a teacher they
say.

Voice A:

Ah well, I’d better be getting back home.

Voice B:

And a healer.

Voice B:

Me too, I’m dying to tell my sister what she’s missed.

Voice A:

And there he was—greeting (weeping) at the
graveside.

Jesus

Voice B:

Strange that, a man crying in public.

Voice A:

I heard someone say that he’d taken his time coming.
If he’d come earlier he could have saved Lazarus.

Voice B:

But he’d come too late for that.

Voice A:

Much too late.

Pause

Lazarus, Mary and Martha are my friends.
We laugh and cry together, we listen to each other.
We share food.
In their home I feel safe.
I can relax.
I belong.

sampler

Voice A:

And then he told them to take the gravestone away.

Voice B:

The grave yard superintendent nearly had a fit.

Voice A:

He tried to stop it.

Voice B:

Imagine the stink—it can’t have been hygenic!

Voice A:

And then Jesus prayed a bit.

Voice B:

And talked a bit.

Voice A:

And then he shouted: Lazarus come out!

Voice B:

Scared the life out of me that did!

Voice A:

I thought he’d gone mad.

Voice B:

I saw something white coming out of the grave.

Voice A:

Mrs. Tobias was screaming!

Voice B:

Mrs Nehemiah fainted!

Voice A:

And then Jesus told the people nearby to unwrap
him.

Voice B:

And it was Lazarus.

What I did today shocked people.
It took them way out of their comfort zone.
Life will not be the same again,
for Lazarus,
for Mary,
for Martha,
or for me.
Sometimes
to be loving
you have to take risks.
What I did today exhausted me, cost me.
Love is like that
and I love my friends.

lent, easter, pentecost 2018
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the story

Retelling For Young People
Clare’s Grandad
Clare’s grandad was looking forward to his birthday. He was
going to be ninety years old. There was going to be a cake with
ninety candles. It was going to be a big cake. Clare enjoyed
spending time with her grandad, he loved his garden and his
greenhouse and sometimes he told her stories about when he
was a little boy.
Clare’s grandma was nearly as old as their grandad. She was
89. Next year she would have a cake with ninety candles too.
One day Clare’s mum had a phone call. Grandad was in
hospital. Clare’s mum left Clare with her dad and went to
the hospital to see grandad. When Clare’s mum came home
she looked sad. She told Clare that the doctors had said
that grandad was very poorly. He had something called
pneumonia.
Two days later her mum took Clare to the hospital to see
grandad. Clare’s grandma was there too. Grandad looked tired
but he smiled at Clare and gave her a kiss.
That night grandad died. Grandma and one of the nurses were
with him.

people laughed when the minister told one of grandad’s
stories. Some people looked sad and cried. They sang one
of grandad’s favourite songs. The minister had asked Clare
what her grandad was like, and Clare had said that Grandad
was kind, that he told great stories and that he loved growing
potatoes and sunflowers. When the minister was talking about
grandad she told people what Clare had said, and people
smiled.
After the funeral, Clare and her family took grandad’s body
to the crematorium. Clare’s mum had told her about this.
Grandad’s body was old and not working properly and now
that grandad had died he no longer needed his body. They
would leave grandad’s body at the crematorium and it would
be burnt. Then a little later they would collect the ashes from
grandad’s body, and as a family they could decide where
to put them: maybe in a place where grandad liked to walk,
maybe in his garden.
When grandad’s family had come back from the crematorium
they joined all the other people who had been at the funeral
in a local hotel for cakes and tea. Clare went and found her
friends and they talked about the funeral and Clare told them
about the crematorium.

sampler

The next day all the family met to talk about grandad. The
minister came around too. There was going to be a service in
the church to say goodbye to grandad. It was called a funeral.
Everyone told the minister stories about grandad. Clare talked
about the stories grandad used to tell her, and she told the
minister that grandad had taught her how to play draughts,
but she had never beaten him.
Two of Clare’s friends came around to the house to be with
her—she was glad. She told them about the funeral and she
asked her mum if they could come too, as they had loved
grandad as well.

Lots of people came to the church for the funeral. There were
grandad’s friends, and people who had worked with him, and
people from the bowling club, and grandad’s and grandma’s
neighbours. And all grandad’s family were there. And Clare’s
friends were there with their mums and dads.
At the funeral Grandad’s friends and family carried his body
in a box, called a coffin, into the church. The minister told
them that the funeral was a chance to talk about grandad’s
life, to listen to some words from the bible and to talk to
God about grandad, and about how they were feeling. Some
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Clare was glad that her friends had been with her at the
funeral. It was good to have them there, as well as her family.
She knew that they would be able to talk with her about
grandad when she wanted to remember him. It’s good to have
friends.

Useful Resources

It is healthy and normal to speak about death and what
happens when someone dies with children and young people.
It should not be a mystery.
These resources can help.
“That’s what a friend is” from Sing to make you feel good
(track 3) by Fischy Music.
“Grandad’s Ashes”, Walter Smith (Jessica Kingsley Publishers).
“Michael Rosen’s Sad Book”, Michael Rosen and Quentin Blake
(Walker Books).

jesus and lazarus

worship ideas
Through the Season

Prayer of Adoration and Confession

Please visit pages 6 and 7 where you will find ideas that can be
used to help create a linking theme through the season.

Lord God,
we come here with longing,
with hearts full of things
we cannot share with others.

Gathering Activity

We know that you greet us here
with reverence and with love.

Invite people as they gather to be honest with each other about
the feelings they may have experienced about the death of a
loved one.

In this time of worship,
may we know a sharing with you
deeper than any we have known before;
may we know an emptying,
of all those burdens that we carry,
of all those regrets that we cling to;
and may we know your love and forgiveness,
a peace that passes understanding
as you meet us here.

Around the featured cross place a white sheet, folded, with a
bottle of perfumed oil.

• Who was it?
• When did that person die?
• What were the circumstances?
• How did you feel at the time?
• How do you feel about it now?

Call to Worship
From dust we came,
to dust we will return.
Yet you breathe life into us,
you fill our lives with good things,
and you invite us into life in all its fullness.
May we worship you this day
remembering that you
are the resurrection
and the life.

All-Age Prayer

With you, O Lord,
it is never too late,
you always hold out one more opportunity
for us to find our way back.
So, today, may we be healed,
restored,
forgiven
as we worship you here.
Amen.

sampler

Come out, Lazarus! Jesus called.
Come out of the dark into the light.
Come out, Jesus calls to us.
Come out of hiding who and what we are.
Come out from all that stops us living
the best that we can be.
Come out.
Amen.

Prayer of Dedication
God, today we bring into the light
all that we hide,
offering it for your transformation.
As we offer ourselves and our gifts,
may we witness everyday miracles
in the world around us,
wrought by your people
living in love and compassion.
Amen.

Prayers for Others and Ourselves
Lord God, we pray today
for all who have given up hope;
for those for whom the worst has already happened;
for those facing a changed future with no prospect of a miracle.
Encourage and motivate us, who have faith,
to hold out faith for others,
believing that even our meagre offering
makes a difference.
Lord, you are the resurrection and the life—
may we who profess you as Lord
and stop living as though we cannot make a difference,
as though, we too, must give up hope.
May the life you promise be seen in us,
may the healing and comfort you bring work through us
and may your love be how folk know us.
Take us into every tomb of despair,
into every cellar of darkness
to shine the light of your life.
Let us linger with the weary,
the heartbroken,
the vulnerable,
those overlooked by others,
and may we linger with loving intent.
In our lives may we be reminded that to you we matter.
May we see your compassion at work in us
and through us in others
until you are crowned Lord of Life in all the world.
Amen.

lent, easter, pentecost 2018
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worship ideas
Reflection

Praise/Hymns

When we ask God to act,
we better be prepared for the stench.

And Jesus said: Don’t be afraid

CH4 344

As a fire is meant for burning

CH4 252

When we ask for a miracle
we better be prepared for the fall out.
For there are no half measures with God;
it is an act of courage to ask anything of God
for who knows what the outcome might be?
It is not for the faint hearted,
not for those who want a quiet life,
certainly not for those who like good order.
For God does nothing by half measures
and the Spirit of God loves to blow through our boundaries
with no holds barred.

Father hear the prayer we offer

CH4 255 / MP 132

From the falter of breath

CH4 730

Give thanks for life, the measure of our days

CH4 736

I have a friend

ATAS 107

Lord of life, we come to you

CH4 782

Loving God you see us here

CH4 271

Our God is a God who makes friends

CH4 792

Soon and very soon

CH4 749 / MP 605

Keep on praying
but be prepared to be blown away
by God’s answers to prayer.

That’s what a friend is
The saviour died, but rose again

CH4 425

Take Home Ideas

Today I live, one day shall come my death

CH4 725

Talking of death and funerals is something most people avoid
but some families are left struggling because they do not know
what their loved one’s wishes are. During this week talk to your
family about your wishes or write down what you would like to
happen when you die: cremation or burial, hymn choices, any
stories from your past. You may wish to go one step further and
pre-pay and pre-plan your funeral. Remember in your prayers
those who have lost loved ones.

Sending

Show us your life
that we may reflect it to all
with whom we meet and share this week.
May your blessing go with us,
the blessing of the Life-Creator,
the Life-Giver,
the Life-Breather
go with us now and always.
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What a friend we have in Jesus

sampler

Surprise us, Lord,
as we clamber from the dark
and into the light,
knowing your loving presence with us.
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Sing To Make You Feel Good,
Fischy Music

When we are living

CH4 547 / MP 746
CH4 726
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age group ideas
gathering
Remembering A Friend

all age Death And Sadness

You will need: a copy of “Badger’s Parting Gifts” by Susan Varley.
Share the story of “Badger’s Parting Gifts” by Susan Varley as
a way into the story today. Talk with the children about how
the animals felt losing their friend and how they begin to feel
better when they start to remember all the things he taught
them to do—in other words begin to share their memories of
Badger.

games

What Makes You Cry?

age 6-12

You will need: onions, chopping boards, knives.
Tears can come from being sad or hurt or even laughter. How
easy is it to make the children’s tears come? Give each child
a knife and an onion and ask them to chop it up! Tears can be
from happiness also, such as weddings and baptisms.

Traffic Lights

age 6-12

You will need: words printed out on slips of paper (passed
away, fallen asleep, moved on, died, departed from this world,
breathed their last, kicked the bucket, give up the ghost), emojis
(tearful, sad, upset, puzzled, angry, see page 142), a sheet with
the seven stages of grief (shock/denial, pain/guilt, anger/
bargaining, depression/loneliness, turning, working through,
acceptance/hope).
Ask the children to look at all the other ways that people
describe death and talk about the ones they think describe
it best to them. You may need to explain some of the more
unusual ones! Most people feel sadness at a time of a loved
one dying so let the children discuss the emojis and why
people would be crying or hurting when someone dies. For
the older children move onto the different stages of grief and
go through them. As people of faith we believe we will be with
Jesus in heaven and death here on earth is not the end for us.
Grief is not only about the death of a person, it can also be for
the death of a pet, the loss of a job, a loved one moving abroad
and even moving house.

sampler
all age Who Looks After You

Have the children spread around your meeting space. When you
call out a colour from traffic lights the children should carry out
the required action.
• Green: running around, fit and healthy.

• Amber: sit down or walk slowly, feeling ill.
• Red: lie down on the floor, dying.

activities
Customs And Cultures

age 6-12

You will need: images of a funeral insurance policy, Golden
Charter leaflet, hearse, coffins, sympathy cards, flowers, food
and money.
There are many customs in Scotland and all over the world
regarding dying and death. Show the children the image of a
funeral insurance policy and what that means and talk about
the cost of a funeral today. Lead on to the new custom of
pre-paying your funeral and arranging your own funeral in
advance from the coffin, to hymns and whether to be buried
or cremated. Talk about the custom in years gone by (and still
today by some people) when the body was brought home to the
house for a few days, people walking behind the hearse. A lot of
people do not know what to say or do to offer help or support
to the family who are left behind so they send cards, flowers
and people visit the bereaved family. Neighbours and friends
also rally round and bring food and snacks to the house so
the bereaved do not have to worry about cooking—it is to keep
them strong and healthy when they are hurting. Find out about
another culture’s customs and talk about the differences.

all age

You will need: images of doctors, surgeons, nurses, ambulances,
paramedics, first aid kit, perhaps some old-fashioned remedies.

Let the children look at the images and talk about what each
person’s role is. What is the title of their job and what they
each do in the job. They are people who look after us when
we are ill. Lead on to who looks after them when they are ill:
parents, carers, friends, teacher. For the older children develop
the discussion into how to look after themselves (eating habits,
exercise, and so on). Open the first-aid kit and talk about what
is in it and what it would be used for. Let the children try out a
few bandages (or cut up sheets). Finally explain that sometimes
medicines and doctors cannot help us.

Watch A Bean Grow

all age

You will need: details available from http://www.lovemyscience.
com/watchabean.html.
From what looks like a dead seed watch a plant grow.

Prayer

all age

You will need: paper and pens.
Ask the older children to write a prayer asking God to take care
of a person who has died and to support the people who have
been left behind.

Resources

all age

You will need: contact local funeral directors to see if they have
any resources for families.
Many funeral directors will have a book or leaflet explaining
death and what happens to the body, and some may have
resources specifically for children. See if you can borrow a few
of these to help you talk about the story this week.
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age group ideas
crafts
First Aid Kit

age 3-5 Broken Hearts

You will need: an actual first aid box, small white paper lunch
bags, red felt pens or crayons, an assortment of sticking plasters
in various sizes, cotton buds or cotton wool balls, small crepe
bandages.
Show the children the first aid kit. Point out the cross on the
outside of the kit and discuss why it might be there. Then look
at all the things inside it and ask the children to think of how
each thing might help to make someone feel better if they had
hurt themselves.

age 9-12

You will need: Fimo (red) or air-dry clay which could be painted,
small rolling pins, blunt knives, self-stick strips of magnetic
tape.
Talk with the children about the story and sensitively discuss
whether they have ever experienced someone they love dying.
Talk about the emotions people have when they lose someone
they love. Explain that sometimes people who are grieving
speak of being broken-hearted and discuss what they think that
might mean.
Give the children some Fimo or clay and ask them to make it
into a heart shape, approximately 7 cm wide and high. Now
ask them to cut it in two top to bottom with a jagged break to
create a broken heart. Once dry, give the children two strips of
magnetic tape and ask them to attach one to each half of their
heart. These can then be used as fridge magnet or attached to
a magnetic board.
Talk with the children about people of faith believing that death
here on earth is not the end and that we believe we will be
in heaven with Jesus when we die here. Discuss this with the
children.

sampler

Thinking Of You Greeting Card

Now give each child a bag and ask them to draw a red cross on
each of the large sides. When they have completed the crosses
give them a variety of plasters and other typical first aid items
to place in their bags as a first aid kit.

Note: If some of the plasters are fabric the children could use
the felt tipped pens to create designs on some of their plasters.
Talk about the story and sensitively discuss with the children if
anyone they have known has died and what they remember of
that time. Talk about how sometimes someone is so poorly that
the doctors cannot heal them.

Memory Box

age 6-8

You will need: a shoe box for each child, wrapping paper, PVA
glue, glue spreaders, felt tip pens, stickers, self-stick gems,
scraps of material, coloured paper, pencils, pens, scissors.
Talk with the children about the story and sensitively talk about
whether they have lost someone they loved and how they felt.
Talk about the different feelings the people in the story had at
different times. Discuss what helped Clare and her family to
feel a little better (having her friends around her and sharing
stories of her Grandad). Talk about this sharing of stories as
being ‘Memories’ and how also different things can remind
us of people. Introduce the idea of a ‘Memory Box’ into which
special things can be put to remind us of our loved ones.
Give each child a shoe box and ask them to decorate it as a
‘Memory Box’ by covering it in the wrapping paper and then
decorating it.
Ask them what they might put in their ‘Memory Box’ to help
them remember the people they love and/or loved.
14
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all age

You will need: A4 coloured card, coloured pencils and felt tipped
pens, stickers, stick on gems, fabric flower petals, small scraps
of fabric, PVA glue, glue spreaders, scissors, (optional: some
typical sympathy cards).

Talk with the children about the story. Talk about how the
people in the story felt and what helped them to feel a little
better. Talk about how when someone dies people often send
a card to the family to let them know they are thinking of them
at their sad time. Explain these cards often bring what we call
‘comfort’ to those who have lost someone they love—who we
call ‘bereaved’. Explain that they are going to make a ‘Thinking
of You’ card for someone who is bereaved and talk about what
might be appropriate to put on it and to write in it.
Give each child a piece of card and ask them to lay it
landscape. Let them fold it in half to make an A5 card shape
and then ask them to decorate the card. When complete let
them write their message inside. These could be saved and
used to give from
your group to people
in church who
are bereaved or
alternately let the
children take them
home to give to
someone they know
personally.

jesus and lazarus

discussion starters for teens
a matter of life and death

Preparation

sampler

Today’s story is a difficult one for many reasons. It deals with
issues of life, death and grief. These are important things to talk
about but please, as always, be sensitive to your group.

Opening Activity
Lent

Lent is about giving up things. In years gone by people would
fast during the week then feast on Sunday at the end of the
week.
• What would you give up during the week?
• And what would your feast contain?
Today often at a funeral there are traditions that relate both
to remembering what has been lost through the death of a
person, what you give up and grieve, and also to celebrating the
life of the person who died and sometimes having a meal or tea
at which everyone gathers together.
• What has been your experience of funerals?

The Word

Activity/Discussion

• What do you make of this story?

There’s a lot going on and plenty of emotion involved.
• At the start of the story, what do you think each of the main
characters, Mary, Martha and Jesus, is feeling, and why?

For John everything Jesus does is a sign, some kind of evidence
about who Jesus is.
• So, if we had been there and watched this unfold, what
would we know about Jesus?
• What does it tell us about who he is?
You might want to think about where Jesus is at the start of the
story, what risks he takes to go to Bethany, how he reacts to the
news of his friend’s death, how he deals with Mary and Martha,
what Jesus says and how the story ends.
• How do you think Lazarus would feel?
• How would other people react to him?

Living It Out
Look out for signs of life this week. Where might you find them?

Read John 11:1-44 together.
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